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Atomistic simulation studies of ionic cyanine dyes:
self-assembly and aggregate formation in aqueous
solution†
Gary Yu, Martin Walker and Mark R. Wilson *
Cyanine dyes are known to form large-scale aggregates of various morphologies via spontaneous self-
assembly in aqueous solution, akin to chromonic liquid crystals. Atomistic molecular dynamics
simulations have been performed on four cyanine dyes: pseudoisocyanine chloride (PIC), pinacyanol
chloride (PCYN), 5,50,6,60-tetrachloro-1,10,3,30-tetraethylbenzimidazolylcarbocyanine chloride (TTBC) and
1,10-disulfopropyl-3,30-diethyl-5,50,6,60-tetrachloro-benzimidazolylcarbocyanine sodium salt (BIC).
Simulations employed an optimised general AMBER force field and demonstrate the organisation of the
dyes into stacked structures at dilute concentrations. The thermodynamics of self-assembly was studied
by calculating potentials of mean force for n-mers (n = 2, 3 or 4), from which the free energies of
association are determined. We report binding free energies in the range of 8 to 15kBT for dimerisation,
concordant with typical values for ionic chromonics (7 to 14kBT), and examine the enthalpic and
entropic contributions to the aggregation process. The self-assembly of these dyes yields two distinct
classes of structures. We observe the formation of H-aggregate stacks for PCYN, with further complexity
in these assemblies for PIC; where the aggregates contain shift and Y junction defects. TTBC and BIC
associate into a J-aggregate sheet structure of unimolecular thickness, and is composed of a brickwork
arrangement between molecules. These sheet structures are characteristic of the smectic chromonic
mesophase, and such assemblies provide a route to the emergence of nanoscale tubular architectures.
1 Introduction
The self-assembly of synthetic dye molecules into supramolecular
aggregates is recognised to be a promising approach to construct
functional materials on the nanoscale.1 These molecular assem-
blies are known to form spontaneously in various environments,
giving rise to large-scale aggregates with interesting optical
properties.2–4 In particular, cyanine dyes exhibit a strong shift of
the monomer (M) absorption band, upon aggregation in aqueous
solution, towards a longer wavelength. Dyes which exhibit this
bathochromic (red) shift, resulting in a sharp narrow absorption
band, are termed J-aggregates (with the band itself termed as a
J-band) and was first observed in a pseudoisocyanine dye.5,6
Similarly, a hypsochromic (blue) shift is ascribed to
H-aggregation, which has also been observed in cyanine dyes.7
These spectral properties originate from the organisation of the
molecules within the aggregates. Such systems are characterised
by the intermolecular association of aromatic cores into stacked
structures, where the direction of the spectral shift is determined
by the angle between adjacent molecular planes.8,9 Generally,
direct face-to-face stacking results in H-aggregate behaviour,
whereas J-aggregate behaviour is attributed to offset, staggered
stacking.
These stacking patterns are ubiquitous in chromonic liquid
crystals, which are lyotropic systems of amphiphilic, disc-like
molecules in aqueous solution. Here, initial aggregation into
stacks is followed by further organisation into mesophases,
such as the nematic or hexagonal phases, as concentration and
temperature are varied.10 Within the two main aggregation
motifs, further complexity can arise with proposed structures
such as double-width columns, hollow chimneys and brickwork
models.11,12 These structures have been suggested to exist in
aqueous, ionic cyanine dyes where their behaviour is largely
liquid-crystalline in nature.13
In this study, we focus on four cyanine dyes (see Fig. 1):
pseudoisocyanine chloride (PIC),5,6 pinacyanol chloride (PCYN),14–19
5,50,6,60-tetrachloro-1,10,3,30-tetraethylbenzimidazolylcarbocyanine
chloride (TTBC)20–22 and 1,10-disulfopropyl-3,30-diethyl-5,50,6,60-
tetrachloro-benzimidazolylcarbocyanine sodium salt (BIC).23–27
PIC and PCYN differ only by an ethylene unit in the centre of
the molecule. TTBC and BIC share a common mesogenic core but
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BIC has two additional mesylate groups. A distinguishing feature
of cyanine dyes is the structural stability of the aggregates despite
the relatively small size of the mesogen; this is achieved due to the
delocalisation of the p-electron density across the polymethine
chain.1 This gives rise to a high polarisability of the cationic
aromatic system and results in strong attractive interactions
governing the association rather than hydrophobic forces. The
unique properties of cyanine J-aggregates can be exploited in
devices as spectral sensitisers and synthetic light harvesting
systems,28,29 owing to the ease of alignment and adsorption of
the dyes to surfaces.30–32 Further applications, such as electronic
energy transport wires,33 fast all-optical switches34,35 and as
fluorophores for biological imaging36,37 have been reported. The
supramolecular morphologies of cyanine aggregates have been
studied using electron microscopy techniques, revealing the
common formation of tubular architectures which can form
networks of fibres.14,20,23,38–40 However, the molecular level
stacking arrangement within these aggregates is still a question
for which there is currently no unequivocal answer.
Atomistic simulation is a powerful tool for the study of
aggregation in aqueous systems in terms of structures and thermo-
dynamics, and has been applied extensively for similar, analogous
processes in chromonics.41–50 All-atom molecular dynamics
(AA MD) simulations have previously been performed on some
cyanine dyes.20,43,51,52 In this paper, we investigate the self-assembly
of four cyanine dyes with AA MD simulations in an attempt to
elucidate the finer details of J-aggregation. We present simulation
results on the association and emergent structures of cyanine
aggregates and the thermodynamics of the self-assembly in a low
concentration regime. Two classes of structures are observed in this
work: stacks of H-aggregate character, which can incorporate the
J-aggregate motif in shift and Y junction defects, and sheet-like
assemblies composed of a brickwork arrangement between
molecules as suggested for the smectic chromonic mesophase.
2 Computational methods
2.1 Force fields
In this work, the General AMBER Force Field (GAFF) was
chosen as the starting force field for atomistic simulations.53
The Antechamber software from AmberTools18 was used to
produce appropriate potentials for the force field for a given
chemical structure.54 The GAFF topologies generated were
converted into the necessary input files for GROMACS using
the ACPYPE script.55 All simulations used the TIP3P water
model56 which is compatible in combination with GAFF.57
The force field was modified in two ways. Firstly, the
dihedral potentials for key sections within the mesogens were
optimised to better describe their torsional profiles, according
to the methodology employed by Boyd and Wilson.58,59
Dihedral potentials were obtained using density functional
theory (DFT) by incrementing the selected dihedral, f, by 61
over a range of 1801, performing a geometry optimisation and
calculating the potential energy at each step. The resulting DFT
potential was fitted to a Ryckaert–Bellemans (RB) function with
the determination of new coefficients (see ESI:† Tables S1 and
S2) via minimisation of a squared difference, w2. The RB





where Cn are the RB coefficients to be determined and c = f 180.
Secondly, the atomic charges were obtained using the CHELPG
method (see ESI:† Tables S3–S6), which fits charges to reproduce
the electrostatic potential around the molecule.60 The data used to
implement the two modifications was obtained from calculations
employing the B3LYP functional and the 6-31+G* basis set, and
carried out in Gaussian 09.61
2.2 Simulation details
All MD simulations were carried out in GROMACS 2018.2.62
Atomistic simulations were initiated from a random configuration
of solute in a box (with dimensions of 6 nm  6 nm  6 nm),
solvated with water and counterions to meet the required concen-
tration. Long-range electrostatic interactions were handled by the
Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method63 with a cut-off of 1.2 nm
used (for electrostatic and Lennard-Jones interactions). After
minimisation, a short pre-equilibration run in the NVT ensemble
was run using the Berendsen thermostat followed by a more
extensive pre-equilibration in the NpT ensemble with the addition
of the Berendsen barostat.64 Equilibration (for 100 ps) and
subsequent production runs employed the Nosé–Hoover
thermostat65,66 to keep the temperature constant at 300 K, and
the Parrinello–Rahman barostat67 to maintain a pressure of 1 bar.
We used a leap-frog integrator with a time step of 1 fs for
equilibration with an increase to 2 fs for production runs, where
constraints were applied to all bonds using the Linear Constraints
Solver (LINCS) algorithm.68 After equilibration, production
simulations were typically performed for 500 ns. All simulation
snapshots are produced from the final frame of their MD
trajectories, unless otherwise stated.
2.3 Free energy of association
The free energy of association for a system can be evaluated
from a potential of mean force (PMF) along a reaction
Fig. 1 Molecular structures of (a) PIC, (b) PCYN, (c) TTBC and (d) BIC with their
counterions. The positive charges shown on nitrogen atoms in the four chemical
structures are fully and symmetrically delocalized across the extended p-system.


























































































coordinate. If the reaction coordinate is a separation distance,
then the PMF describes the work done to pull two species apart.
This PMF can be obtained by a series of simulations where the
molecules are constrained at specified points over a separation
distance. The PMF, UPMF, is then calculated by integrating the
average constraint force, h fcis, over the separation distance, s,









where r is the distance, rmax is the maximum distance and 2kBT/s
is a kinetic entropy term which accounts for the increase in
rotational volume at larger separation distances.69–71
Here, PMFs were calculated for systems at a concentration of
1 wt% and at various temperatures. This dilute concentration is
required in order to facilitate the pulling apart of the initial
structures while avoiding self-interaction due to periodic
boundary conditions. A pull was applied between the centres








at a pull rate of 0.001 nm ps1, where n is the number of atoms
in a molecule and ri and mi are respectively the position vector
and mass of atom i.
Configurations of specific distance were extracted with
neighbouring points varying from 0.02–0.1 nm between windows.
Each window was equilibrated for 1 ns and then simulated for
20 ns to sample a range of configurations with the intermolecular
distances of the COMs constrained. A total of 1  106 force values
were output for each point of the separation distance and used to
calculate the average constraint force before integration to obtain
the PMF.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Structure of the dyes and dihedral potentials
The standard GAFF parameters for PIC allow for free rotation
around the central dihedral. This is incorrect as studies show
that the central ‘bridge’ in PIC allows for twisting of the
molecule where the global minimum for the angle is B271
away from planarity.51 Thus, a dihedral optimisation process
was applied here to improve the representation of the key
dihedral. For PIC, one dihedral was optimised whereas PCYN
has two dihedrals for optimisation (see Fig. 2). Both TTBC and
BIC share a common mesogenic unit; therefore, this process
was only applied to TTBC with the assumption that these
parameters are transferable.
The dihedral potential for PIC exhibits a global minimum at
1561 and a local minimum at 451 with a 46.5 kJ mol1 energy
barrier between the two minima. This results in conformations
where the planar rings are twisted with respect to each other.
The corresponding dihedral in PCYN (f1) has a global
minimum at 121 and a local minimum at 1501, where the
second dihedral (f2) has a global minimum at 1801 and a local
minimum at 181. This manifests as a twist between the rings,
but of a smaller magnitude than PIC. For TTBC, the potentials
have global minima at 1801 with reasonably high energy
barriers present (see ESI:† Fig. S1). Therefore, the original RB
potentials were used for these dihedrals (which have minima at
0/1801) with modifications made only to the magnitude of the
barrier height. As a result, TTBC/BIC mesogens are planar with
respect to the aromatic rings.
3.2 Potentials of mean force
The free energies of association, DGassoc, evaluated from the
PMFs in this work are summarised in Table 1. The error on
DGassoc is estimated by propagation of the errors for each data
point in the PMF. For dimerisation, the DGassoc values determined
for all four cyanine dyes are in the range of 8 to 15kBT. Typical
values extracted from experimental studies of chromonic systems
are in the range of 7 to 14kBT.
72–76 These binding energies are also
consistent with other recent atomistic simulation studies of self-
assembling chromonic mesogens and dyes (Sunset Yellow:41 7kBT,
TP6EO2M:42 12kBT and a thiacyanine dye:
43 14kBT).
Fig. 3(a) shows the PMFs for the pulling of a molecule from a
dimer, trimer and tetramer of PIC chloride. The free energy of
association, DGassoc, is defined as the maximum well depth of
Fig. 2 Calculated potentials (DFT, B3LYP/6-31+G*) for the key dihedral(s)
with their fitted Ryckaerts-Bellemans (RB) potentials in (a) PIC and (b)
PCYN.


























































































UPMF(r). The global minimum is at an intermolecular COM
distance of 0.43 nm with a DGassoc value of 8.0kBT. Reported
values77–79 of E5.3kBT, from experimental measurements for
the dimerisation constant, compare favourably with our results;
though interestingly, the trimer/tetramer values for DGassoc
(discussed below) are in even closer agreement. The lowest
energy configurations for the dimer correspond to H-aggregation
of the molecules. This configuration provides maximum overlap
of the cores and is thermodynamically favourable. Moreover, the
PMF has a plateau after the global minimum centred at
E0.8 nm. Configurations corresponding to this region represent
J-aggregation and are characterised by overlap of only one of the
quinoline units for each molecule.
For the trimer/tetramer, the COM distance of molecules in
the stack were constrained to 0.43 nm and the sampling was
performed relative to the COM of the stack and the pulled
molecule. This results in a shift of the PMFs compared to the
dimer. We observe that the binding energies for a trimer and
tetramer (of PIC) are lower than that for the dimer. Generally,
self-assembly in these types of system is considered isodesmic:
the addition of a new molecule to a stack provides more or less
the same free energy increment, independent of the size of the
aggregate.80–82 It is found that aggregation here is ‘‘quasi-
isodesmic’’, a property observed in chromonics
previously.41,42,83 This effect is indicated to be entropic in
origin; the molecules in the middle of a stack experience a
restriction in orientational freedom and, thus, dimers are
slightly preferred over small aggregates (see Section 3.3 for
further examination of the thermodynamics).42 As with the
dimer, configurations extracted from the minimum of the
PMFs for both the trimer and tetramer correspond to
H-aggregation (see ESI:† Fig. S3 for example snapshots).
For PCYN (see Fig. 3(b) for the PMF profiles), the free
energies of association determined are higher than that for
PIC. This could arise from the differences in the magnitude of
the twist between the quinoline units for each species. The
slightly more extended core in PCYN allows the aromatic rings
to adopt a small twist of 121, whereas PIC exhibits a greater
twist of 241. This greater divergence from planarity affects the
overlap of the molecules in the dimeric state and leads to a
lower binding constant.22 Moreover, it is found that the tendency
to form aggregates increases with the size of the core and length
of the polymethine segment.1,40,84 The ‘‘quasi-isodesmic’’
pattern of aggregation is also observed again in PCYN as with
PIC and the configurations observed in the minima of the PMFs
all correspond to H-aggregation. Experimentally observed
binding energies for the dimer of PCYN chloride,85 8.3kBT, and
its acetate salt,86 10.3kBT, are in good agreement with our results.
However, the experimental values are (again) closer to our
measured trimer/tetramer results for DGassoc.
Both TTBC and BIC share a common mesogenic core,
differing in the additional mesylate groups on BIC. It is
expected that their binding energies would be similar and this
is indeed the case (see Fig. 4 for the PMF profiles). The DGassoc
values obtained are slightly greater than that for PCYN.
The dimer structures exhibited by both TTBC and BIC are
subtly offset so as to minimise overlap of the peripheral
chlorine groups. Snapshots of dimer configurations exhibited
in the minima of the PMFs are shown in Fig. 5. Despite this
Table 1 Free energies of association (DGassoc) and the favoured inter-
molecular COM distance of a dimer, trimer and tetramer (rassoc) for the
cyanine dyes
Molecule DGassoc/kBT rassoc/nm
Dimer PIC 8.0  0.6 0.43
PCYN 13.9  0.3 0.42
TTBC 14.4  0.4 0.42
BIC 15.3  0.3 0.45
Trimer PIC 6.1  0.4 0.65
PCYN 11.2  0.1 0.59
TTBC 12.7  0.8 0.60
BIC 10.3  0.6 0.69
Tetramer PIC 5.5  0.5 0.84
PCYN 11.7  0.2 0.76
TTBC 10.6  0.2 0.79
BIC 9.1  0.3 0.94
Fig. 3 PMFs for a dimer, trimer and tetramer of (a) PIC and (b) PCYN in
TIP3P water at 300 K with snapshots of dimer structures (c) along the
reaction coordinate for PIC.


























































































slight offset, these dimers are still characterised as H-aggregate
structures. These dyes partially exhibit the ‘‘quasi-isodesmic’’
aggregation property as seen in PCYN and PIC. However, there
is a noticeable decrease, compared to PIC and PCYN, in binding
energies going from trimerisation to tetramerisation for both
species. This is particularly apparent in TTBC, where there is a
systematic decrease in the association free energy as the
number of molecules in the stack increases. For BIC, the
DGassoc value for the trimer is 5kBT lower than that for
the dimer, with the tetramer binding energy being similar to the
trimer value. These results for TTBC and BIC indicate a possible
shift away from H-aggregation, or from the configurations
observed in the PMFs, as the number of molecules in the aggregate
increases.
3.3 Thermodynamic analysis
To gain insight into the driving forces of aggregation, the free
energy of association can be separated into an enthalpic and an
entropic contribution. This can be determined by calculating
DGassoc from PMFs at various temperatures. Here, the binding
energies of a dimer and trimer of PIC and PCYN were calculated








plots of (DGassoc/kBT) vs. (1/T) were fitted via linear regression
and the association enthalpy, DHassoc, and entropy, TDSassoc
estimated from the gradient and intercept, respectively. The
resulting linear plots are shown in Fig. 6 and 7. The enthalpic
and entropic contributions to DGassoc are summarised in
Table 2, with errors determined by propagation of the errors
for each DGassoc value and the fit itself. It is noted that small
changes in the gradient of the fit can strongly affect the results
obtained. However, they still provide for a good semi-
quantitative comparison between the systems studied here.
For both PIC and PCYN dimerisation, it is found that the
enthalpic term is much higher than the entropic contribution
to the aggregation process. This indicates that the association
of monomers is driven by favourable attractive forces rather
than a strong hydrophobic effect arising from the release of
water from the interaction with hydrophobic rings. In contrast,
it has been shown that the aggregation of a non-ionic chromonic
molecule, TP6EO2M, has a larger entropic contribution, which is
up to 1.5 times larger than the enthalpic term.42,72 This suggests
that the ionic nature of these cyanine dyes shifts the driving
forces of association. Noting also recent MD work, characterising
the dimerisation thermodynamics for an anionic perylene
bisimide dye, showed that the enthalpic component was much
greater than the entropic term, and the latter was unfavourable
with respect to association.49
For PCYN, the entropic component to DGassoc is small and
unfavourable for both dimerisation and trimerisation, while
the enthalpic contribution is very similar for both dimerisation
Fig. 4 PMFs for a dimer, trimer and tetramer of (a) TTBC and (b) BIC in
TIP3P water at 300 K.
Fig. 5 Example structures of dimers exhibited in the minimum of the
PMFs for (a) PCYN, (b) TTBC and (c) BIC.


























































































and trimerisation. This shows that the ‘‘quasi-isodesmic’’
aggregation observed for PCYN (i.e. not fully isodesmic) arises
from the entropic change between dimer and trimer association
for this species. In experiment, steady-state absorption spectro-
scopy provides approximate values for the enthalpy and entropy
changes for the dimerisation of PCYN of 28  3 kJ mol1 and
0.1  0.1 kJ mol1, respectively (at 300 K).16 While our
predicted association enthalpy is similar in magnitude, the
entropic contribution we obtain is slightly larger. For PIC, the
entropic contribution towards DGassoc is strongly unfavourable
for the trimerisation case. However, this system shows enthalpy-
entropy compensation with the enthalpic term increasing for
trimers. The dimer–trimer difference probably arises from the
higher orientational freedom of the dimeric species in solution
compared to trimeric state.
The enthalpic and entropic contributions to the binding
energies for both TTBC and BIC are very similar. For dimerisation,
the process is greatly favourable with respect to enthalpy, and the
enthalpic component is much larger than the entropic one. The
unfavourable contribution from the association entropy is slightly
higher for TTBC and BIC than for PIC and PCYN. Interestingly, it
seems the presence of the additional ionic groups in BIC does
not affect the ratio of enthalpy/entropy in the free energy of
association compared to TTBC, indicating that the chemical
identity of the core is the key aspect in the binding of these dyes.
As for trimerisation, we see a decrease in both the enthalpic and
entropic components to association, compared to the dimer, for
both TTBC and BIC. This is in contrast to PCYN (where only the
entropic component changed) and shows that the ‘‘quasi-
isodesmic’’ behaviour observed for TTBC and BIC is due, in these
two cases, to an overall weakening of DHassoc.
3.4 Self-assembly in aqueous solution
3.4.1 PIC. Starting from randomly dispersed molecules in
solution, aggregation of PIC chloride into small stacks occurs
rapidly within the first 10 ns of simulation. After 100 ns, the
Fig. 6 Free energy of association, DGassoc, for a dimer and trimer of (a)
PIC and (b) PCYN as a function of temperature. Dashed lines represent the
fitted linear functions.
Fig. 7 Free energy of association, DG, for a dimer and trimer of (a) TTBC
and (b) BIC as a function of temperature. Dashed lines represent the fitted
linear functions.
Table 2 Association enthalpy, DHassoc, and entropy contributions,
TDSassoc (where T = 300 K), for dimerisation and trimerisation
Molecule DHassoc/kJ mol
1 TDSassoc/kJ mol1
Dimer PIC 17  3 3.5  1.7
PCYN 37  6 2.6  0.9
TTBC 51  12 13  9
BIC 54  5 16  5
Trimer PIC 40  8 26  5
PCYN 36  2 7  2
TTBC 37  9 5  2
BIC 33  10 6  4


























































































structures can span the periodic box (Fig. 8), but are relatively
unstable as the stacks constantly break apart and reform. Larger
simulations of this species show the presence of stacks of
various sizes. It is observed that H-aggregation is dominant in
these systems regardless of the system size or concentration. We
analyse aggregates in these systems in terms of the intermole-
cular stacking distance. The stacking distance, d, is defined as
the projection of the COM distance between two molecules along
the average vector normal to their cores according to
d = dirij, (5)
where di is the vector defining the normal to the molecular
plane and rij is the distance between the COMs of molecules
i and j. The atoms used to define the vectors are presented in
ESI:† Fig. S2. Histograms representing these quantities are
shown in Fig. 8(c). The COM distance between neighbouring
molecules in a stack is 0.43 nm as predicted in the PMF of the
dimer. The intermolecular stacking distance is 0.36 nm, which
is concordant with the interlayer distance determined for
analogous systems.41–43 The second peak in the distributions
correspond to the next neighbour of a molecule in a stack.
This second peak in the stacking distances is broader than the
first peak and indicates that the stacks bend; as a slight offset
in the stacking causes a shift of the stacking distance to a
greater value.
The dynamic nature of the assemblies can give rise to
defects when smaller stacks merge together. In chromonic
systems, such as Sunset Yellow (SSY), it is proposed that such
aggregates contain stacking faults, which complicate their
structure beyond that of simple rods. This explains the
discrepancy that the persistence length of SSY aggregates is
too low to produce the orientational order that it exhibits.74
This results in the definition of two spatial scales; a short scale
where stacking is correlated, characterised by the persistence
length, and a long scale comprising the whole aggregate, which
is composed of branches for which correlation is lost due to
defects. These defects can manifest as a molecular lateral shift
(shift’ junction) or a 3-fold Y junction, which causes the
splitting of the column into branches. These Y junctions have
previously been observed in a variety of soft matter systems
such as block copolymers and worm-like micelles.87–89 Here, we
observe the presence of these defects in aggregates of PIC
chloride, disrupting the H-type stacking and incorporating
J-aggregate motifs into the structures (Fig. 8(b)). To our knowledge,
this is the first reported observation of Y junctions in simulations.
The propensity for H-aggregation is explained in the PMFs
attained, with the possibility of J-aggregation behaviour also
predicted. Furthermore, the tendency for the stacks to be dynamic,
rather than form one stable structure, can be attributed to the
weak binding energy between the molecules. For the self-assembly
of neutral monomers in solution, an expression for the average










where E is the scission energy (the energy required to split an
aggregate into two) and f is the volume fraction of the solute.
Where the aggregates are more transient in nature than rigid, hni
can be inferred to be EL/d (where L is the persistence length and d
is the interlayer stacking distance). Thus, it follows that the
aggregate size is highly dependent on the binding energy (and
concentration/temperature), where the magnitude of the binding
energy also gives some indication to the flexibility of the aggre-
gates. The ionic nature of the dyes here warrants a modification
to eqn (6) as charged monomers experience a weakening of
association due to electrostatic repulsion. Therefore, we can
substitute E = E1  Ee into eqn (6), where E is the effective binding
energy (as defined previously), E1 is the true binding energy and Ee
is a correction for the electrostatic repulsion.74,92 The correction is
Fig. 8 Simulation snapshots of PIC for a 10 wt% system of 15 molecules.
(a) and structures extracted from a simulation of 90 molecules. (b) showing
a shift junction (left) and a Y junction (right). (c) Histograms of the
intermolecular stacking and COM distances for PIC.






























































































; where lB is the Bjerrum length,
w is the width of the monomer and ~t is the effective charge of the
rod (~te B e/lB). As concentration increases, the electrostatic
correction decreases as counterions dispersed in solution are
packed nearer to the stacks, which increases their screening effect
on the monomers. This also implies that ionic additives will have a
significant effect on the character of the aggregates.
For PIC chloride, application of eqn (6) yields an average
aggregation number of E16, where E is taken to be the
association free energy for dimerisation. The use of the binding
energy as E is reasonable as the PMFs should effectively contain
contributions due to the electrostatics/concentration. The
volume fraction is estimated from the solvent accessible
surface area93 of the solute (using a standard probe radius of
0.14 nm), and calculating its internal volume, which provides a
value of f = 0.09. It is noted that the binding energy used here
corresponds to a more dilute concentration; on which its
dependence is expected to have a minor effect on the magnitude.
The ‘‘quasi-isodesmic’’ nature observed here suggests that the
trimer/tetramer binding energy is a better approximation for the
scission energy. This returns a value of hni E 6 for E = 6.1kBT.
This value appears to be a more appropriate prediction based on
the structures observed in the simulations, where defects occur
between rigid sections of 4–8 molecules. This also implies that
the reduction in binding energy for a trimer/tetramer could be
an effect of increased electrostatic repulsion between the mono-
mers as the stack size increases. The relatively low persistence
length associated with the estimated value of hni (L E 2.2 nm)
explains the propensity for the defects observed and the flexibility
of the aggregates here.
Experimentally, PIC chloride has been thoroughly studied
with numerous observations reported. In the absorption
spectrum for this species, a J-band is clearly exhibited along
with what is thought to be a broad H-band overlapping with the
monomeric vibronic progression.94,95 Furthermore, the initial
stages of aggregation produce blue-shifted bands which
diminish as the J-band emerges,96,97 and is concurrent with
the onset of fibres. Individual fibres are estimated to have an
average width of 2.3–2.89 nm38,39 corresponding to an estimated
average aggregation number of E3000 based on geometric
packing models coupled with spectroscopic arguments.
Suggestions for the structure within aggregates has been a
matter of debate for decades and has produced a diverse
ensemble of models. Initially, Scheibe and Kandler proposed
a pile-of-coins’ structure with the long axis of each monomer
being perpendicular to the aggregate axis,98 but this model is
not consistent with the required displacement of transition
dipole moments proposed by Kasha.9 While there are
discussions that Kasha theory has limitations,99,100 further
models of offset monomers with the molecular long axes
aligned parallel to the aggregate axis have been suggested in
subsequent years;101 these include a brickwork arrangement,102
threaded double-string models103 and rods composed of single
strands packed in a herringbone arrangement.38
In the simulation results presented for PIC, we only observe
straightforward stacks of H-aggregate character with no
inclination shown for formation of brickwork or cylindrical
structures. While the J-aggregate motif is present in these
assemblies, it is not abundant or dominant enough to account
for the experimental observations. It is experimentally observed
that formation of H-aggregates is the first stage of self-
assembly, where there is a shift to J-aggregation over time
with increasing concentration.38,98 The existence of a MHJ
equilibrium here suggests that our simulations correspond to
a regime of competition between the different modes of self-
assembly, preceding the emergence of large-scale J-aggregation.
This transition may be induced by sufficiently increasing the
system size and concentration, together with the timescale of
the simulations. We note that previous AA MD simulation work
has been reported on PIC chloride which, despite significant
differences between the force fields, match the structures
obtained here.52
3.4.2 PCYN. Unlike PIC chloride, aggregates of PCYN show
no defects and forms stable stacks of H-aggregate character
(Fig. 9). Association of monomers in this system is comparable
to that of PIC, but the resulting structures are more rigid. We
observe that stacks tend not to break apart so readily, yet they
retain some flexibility and bending behaviour. These assemblies
are continuous over the periodic boundaries and this indicates
that the true extent of aggregation is greater than that displayed
here. Similar to PIC, analysis of the stacks (Fig. 9(c)) provides a
stacking distance of 0.36 nm, and a COM distance of 0.42 nm
(matching the PMF for the dimer). The second peak (at 0.72 nm)
in the stacking distances lies at exactly double that of the first
peak; this illustrates the rigid nature of the stacks and shows
that the stacking occurs with a regular periodicity. From eqn (6),
the average aggregation number is estimated to be hni E 76,
where f = 0.08 and E = 11.2kBT, and the persistence length is
estimated to be L E 27 nm. These estimated quantities are
beyond the length scale studied here but highlights the effect of
a higher binding energy on the behaviour of the stacked
structures.
The absorption spectrum for PCYN shows a pronounced
H-band at 511 nm, with cryo-TEM revealing tubular aggregates
for this species.14 Furthermore, it is observed that these
H-aggregates transform into J-aggregates over the experimental
timescale of weeks. The aforementioned study suggests that
these nanotubes are single-walled with the molecules aligned
parallel to the tube axis. Similarly, Tiddy and co-workers
reported nematic and hexagonal chromonic phases of the
acetate salt, with SAXS measurements indicating single-walled
nanotubes of H-aggregate character.17 The latter study,
however, suggests that the molecules prefer a perpendicular
orientation along the aggregate axis. Our simulation results
display the expected H-aggregation of PCYN but, like PIC, do
not show any proclivity towards the formation of higher-order
aggregates beyond stacks.
With respect to the molecular orientation within the tubular
structures, the simulations cannot offer definitive insight.
However, there are a number of possible modes of evolution
into nanotubes based on our results: an end-to-end wrapping of
a stack into ringed subunits to form the basis of a tube, a


























































































helical curling of a long stack to form a continuous tube, or a
side-by-side alignment of stacks into a tube. The isotropic
nature of stacks in solution observed here is expected as further
organisation into nematic/hexagonal chromonic phases occurs
after formation of elongated tube structures.14,17,38
3.4.3 TTBC. The self-assembly observed here for TTBC is
vastly different to that observed for PIC and PCYN. Over the
course of 100 ns, a single-molecule thick, sheet-like structure
emerges (see Fig. 10) and remains stable for hundreds of
nanoseconds. Within this structure, the J-aggregation motif is
dominant and produces a brickwork arrangement which is
continuous across the periodic box. This ordering is not predicted
by the PMF results, which show that dimers would prefer to adopt
a H-aggregate structure (see Fig. 5(b)). This suggests that the
increased presence of other TTBC molecules drives the transfor-
mation into J-aggregates. Analysis of the interlayer stacking
distances (see Fig. 10(c)) reveal two peaks at 0.36 nm and
0.72 nm corresponding to a nearest and next neighbour,
respectively, and only a single peak in the COM distances at
0.85 nm (which does not match the preferred COM distance of
0.42 nm seen in the PMF). The evolution of the average COM
distance over the initial stages of self-assembly for neighbouring
molecules (Fig. 11) shows two stages of association before the
J-aggregate structure stabilises. In the first 5 ns, small
H-aggregates form (average COM distance of E0.52 nm) before
a transition to a coexistence between H- and J-aggregate motifs.
Between 10–35 ns, these small H-aggregates combine and resolve
into the J-aggregation motifs (average COM distance of E0.75 nm).
Finally, J-aggregation is completely dominant from 40 ns onwards
with an average COM distance of E0.85 nm. Simulation snapshots
of each of these stages of self-assembly are shown in Fig. 11(b).
Fig. 9 Simulation snapshots of PCYN. A 10 wt% system of 15 molecules
(a) with a periodic image and a side view of a stack (b). (c) Histograms of the
intermolecular stacking and COM distances for PCYN.
Fig. 10 Simulation snapshots of TTBC. A top-down view of the aggregate
sheet structure (a) and a side view (b) with the solvent removed for visual
clairity. (c) Histograms of the intermolecular stacking and COM distances
for TTBC.


























































































In general, the structure we obtain via MD simulation is
strikingly similar to the proposed smectic chromonic
mesophase observed in cyanine dyes previously.8,12,13 This
mesophase consists of sheets, with a brickwork arrangement
of molecules within the layer, which are in equilibrium with
other layers in solution akin to a lamellar phase and are
suggested to curl up to form hollow tubes.12 XRD measurements
indicate that the layers are one molecule thick,8 the intralayer
separation is E0.35 nm13 and that the molecular long axis lies
parallel to the layer plane.12 Furthermore, dilution of these
systems results in the additional water being incorporated into
the space between layers, and increasing the dye concentration
increases the width of the layers (perpendicular to the layer axis).
In our work, the 10 wt% system of 15 molecules self-assembles
into a single layer, which is fully substantiated by the experi-
mental observations. To investigate this mesophase, we seeded a
larger system of 120 molecules by replicating the simulation box
of the 15 molecule single layer (and solvent) in each dimension
twice. This system (see Fig. 12), which contains four separate
layers, remains stable over several hundred nanoseconds where
the layers rotate in solution over time. The layers do not merge or
interact across the simulation timescale here, so we cannot
discount the prospect that one large aggregate will form
eventually. The prevalence and stability of the smectic chromo-
nic phase here suggests that it is a precursor state, which exists
over a long timescale, before the evolution into tubular
architectures.
An assortment of aggregate structures and optical spectra
have been reported for TTBC, where three types of J-aggregate
are observed, depending on the counterion and method of
preparation. The chloride salt exhibits an absorption spectrum
consisting of a strong H-band and a weak J-band (type I
spectrum), and cryo-TEM reveals fibrous networks of tubes
with unimolecular thickness.21 This type of spectrum is
attributed to Davydov splitting and is expected to have two
molecules in the unit cell of the crystal structure.104 A 2D
herringbone model for the molecular structure was proposed
for this type of J-aggregate,22 but it has been suggested that a
rolled up herringbone arrangement into nanotubes is more
likely.21 The stability of such tubular structures for TTBC-Cl
have been studied with MD simulation, where tubes were
constructed by wrapping of two types of crystal lattices.20 Two
crystal structures for TTBC solvates have been found: a
herringbone arrangement with two molecules per unit cell
(DYEM) and a brickwork arrangement with one molecule per
unit cell (DYEA).105 The brickwork model for DYEA has been
reported for air-dried TTBC aggregates on a mica surface, where
monolayers of stacked TTBC molecules were observed.21 These
structures exhibited an absorption spectrum containing a
weak, single J-band (type II spectrum). The iodide salt exhibits
both a type I spectrum and type III spectrum (J-band with a
monomer band), depending on the solvent pH.21 The type III
J-aggregate is suggested to contain linearly stacked dye
molecules in a tubular shape with the molecular long axes
arranged parallel to the tube axis. While our simulation results
display the brickwork model observed experimentally, we do
not see any indication for the herringbone arrangement despite
Fig. 11 (a) Evolution of the average COM distance over the first 50 ns of simulation. (b) Simulation snapshots of TTBC at various points in the initial stages
of self-assembly.
Fig. 12 Simulation snapshots of 10 wt% system of 120 molecules for
TTBC viewed parallel (a) and perpendicular (b) to the layer axes.


























































































its ubiquity in reported work. We note in passing that our
simulations were performed in pure water and, so, the possible
effect of the presence of other species in solution (such as NaCl,
MeOH, etc.) on our structures is not known. The brickwork
model accounts for the type II and type III J-aggregates and,
supposing the nanotubes are formed by rolling of these layers,
further supports the suggestion that our results correspond to an
intermediate state approaching large-scale aggregate formation.
3.4.4 BIC. The sodium salt of BIC differs from TTBC in the
addition of mesylate groups on the two of the terminal alkyl
chains. These groups render the overall molecule anionic and
make it amphiphilic, in contrast to the hydrophobic nature of
the previously discussed cyanine dyes. The initial organisation
of molecules into the stacked structure is highly similar to
TTBC as expected due to their common mesogenic core. Visual
inspection of the self-assembled system (Fig. 13(a and b))
shows a single-molecule thick layer structure identical to that
of TTBC. J-aggregation is dominantly observed and the sheet
structure is continuous over the periodic boundaries. Analysis
of the orientations of molecules within the structure shows a
slight tilting of the molecules so that the molecular long axes
are not completely parallel with the layer axis. The additional
charged groups in this species impose additional constraints
on the molecular arrangements due to steric/electrostatic repulsion.
This is manifested as a preference for antiparallel orientations
between adjacent molecules, allowing for the charged groups to
lie on the opposite side for the next molecule up in a stack. This can
be analysed by a twist angle, which is defined as
y = cos1(vivj), (7)
where vn is the unit vector defined by
vn = Ln  dn. (8)
y is the twist angle and Ln is the direction vector for molecule n.
The histogram of twist angles between neighbouring molecules
in the stacked structure is shown in Fig. 13(c). A neighbouring
molecule is defined as a molecule within a set cutoff of 1 nm.
The small peak at E151 corresponds to a parallel orientation,
whereas the major peak at E1751 corresponds to an anti-
parallel arrangement.
The simulated structures we obtain correspond to the brick-
work model within the smectic chromonic phase observed in
cyanine dyes, as discussed for TTBC. Seeding a larger system of
120 molecules for MD simulation yields the same behaviour
observed for the analogous TTBC system. Experimentally, the
absorption spectrum for this species shows a single, sharp
J-band;23,26 which suggests a brickwork arrangement of dye
molecules as observed in our work. In contrast to other
J-aggregates, the morphology of extended BIC J-aggregates is
revealed to be mainly spherical with a particle diameter of
20–100 nm.23,26 The formation of any of the higher order
aggregates seen in literature has not been observed in this
work. However, we suggest that such morphologies of rods or
spheres could nucleate from the structures we have obtained by
MD simulation here.
In comparison to the PIC and PCYN systems, TTBC and BIC
behave in a completely different manner in their self-assembly.
The fundamental difference between these pairs of cyanine
dyes is the structure of the mesogenic core. The length of the
polymethine chain or the presence of heteroatoms significantly
alters the charge distribution across the aromatic core, which
can affect both the strength of binding as well as the modes of
self-assembly (i.e. orientations of a neighbouring molecule to
minimise/maximise electrostatic interactions). Another factor
behind the differences is the molecular shape. PIC and PCYN
are elongated disks but feature a small twist within the core,
which creates an offset between the aromatic segments. This
affects the overlap of adjacent molecules and, potentially, limits
the number of possible approaches for molecules to associate.
In contrast, TTBC and BIC have a bent, V-like shape and a
planar core with no twist between the two halves of the
molecule. The planarity of these two mesogens allow for a
range of slippage angles to be accessed between molecules in
an aggregate.
4 Conclusions
We have performed atomistic molecular dynamics simulations
on four ionic cyanine dyes. For each species, we have studied
the thermodynamics of their association and provided insight
Fig. 13 Simulation snapshots of BIC. A top-down view of the aggregate sheet structure (a) and a side view (b). Dashed lines represent the periodic
boundaries. (c) Histogram of the twist angle between neighbouring molecules for BIC.


























































































into the self-assembly of these complex systems in aqueous
solution. We applied systematic modifications, using quantum
chemical methods, to GAFF to improve the representability
of the force field and obtain free energies of association
consistent with experimental studies. Decomposition of the
binding energies into enthalpic and entropic components
confirms that the association of these dyes is driven by
attractive interactions rather than the hydrophobic effect. We
have observed the spontaneous self-assembly into systems of
H- and J-aggregate character, with two classes of stacked
structures revealed. For PIC, we see H-aggregate stacks that
contain shift and Y junctions, and the J-aggregation motif is
incorporated as stacking defects. By increasing the length of
the polymethine chain, as in PCYN, a greater rigidity of the
stacks is discerned. We observe the formation of a J-aggregate
consisting of a single-molecule thick, brickwork sheet structure
for TTBC, which is inherent to the smectic chromonic phase.
A similar structure is obtained for BIC which shows a strong
preference for antiparallel orientation between adjacent
molecules along the stacked structure. The seeding of these
sheet structures into the layered arrangement of the smectic
chromonic phase with further MD simulation verifies the
stability of this mesophase for these dyes. We propose that
these assemblies correspond to an intermediate state, which
precedes the organisation into tubular, or other higher-order,
architectures. However, the corresponding length and time-
scales required to study these structures are intractable for
atomistic simulation. We are currently developing coarse-
grained simulation models to study this scale of self-assembly
and investigating a range of parametrisation approaches, to
construct coarse-grained models that can capture both structure
and thermodynamics,106–109 in order to study chromonic
mesophases and the large-scale aggregation of cyanine dyes.
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